PE and Outdoor Learning Autumn 2018
Week 1
Year 3 Abbey Woods and Blackberry picking
1) To understand the importance of Furness Abbey in the context of local history
2) To forage for blackberries (which will be used for cooking with link to measuring skills in
maths)
3) To sort leaves according to criteria

The children had great fun investigating local history
at Furness Abbey before heading into the woods for
some science and blackberry picking.
On return back to class they used the blackberries
to link to maths and baked a gorgeous blackberry
crumble!

Cycle –Cross Event at Furness Academy
In conjunction with the Furness leg of the cycle Tour of Britain event, 4 children from Years
5/6 entered an inter-school cycle cross event at Furness Academy. All children loved the
event and were able to watch the race pass before leaving to come back to school.

Tour of Britain
From Year 1 – Year 6, we went outside St.George’s to watch the start of the Tour of Furness
pass. The children in wee in awe of the support vehicles the preceded the riders and the
sheer speed of the cyclists as the rode passed. It was a lovely experience for all the
children and staff alike.

Week 2
Year 1 Birkrigg and Sea Woods
Learning Outcomes:
1) To explore descriptive language when describing a setting.
2) To role play story events.
3) To build on gross motor skills.

On return from the trip the children produced a recount of the trip (verbal first then Big write, they
wrote about the ‘Wild Rumpus’ using the role play and storytelling we did in the forest and also
discussed what we saw and extended the vocabulary by varying and introducing vocabulary to
describe the forest.
The children have talked about the outdoor learning and said at points in the trip they felt happy,
excited, scared and brave. The children said they loved walking through the forest with magnifying
glasses and ‘finding clues’. They enjoyed the ‘wild rumpus’ and thought it was funny when they were
pretending to be Wild Things.

Week 3
Year 6 Muncaster Castle
Learning Outcomes:
1) a study of an aspect of history or a site dating from a period beyond 1066 that is
significant in the locality
2) in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings in
what pupils have read, listened to or seen performed
3) to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

Pupils really enjoyed the tour of the
castle and were able to use their learning
and vocabulary in future writing.
Pupils were able to use language they had
learnt in their description of Hogwart’s
Castle and apply this to writing and drama
activities back in the classroom.
Pupils have since been working on an Owl
drawing topic in art which can be seen in
their sketch books in class.

Week 4
Reception Walney Beaches
Learning Outcomes:
1) Talking about sea creatures
2) New vocabulary. Using different words for everyday language, such as enormous instead of huge.
Tiny instead of very small.
3) Talking about what we can see using full sentences.
4) Water Safety

The children all used the time on the beach to write their names and draw. Conversations were rich
in vocabulary about the area and the experiences. We looked under rocks for signs of sea life and
the children loved finding a live crab. We then moved along the beach like a crab! The tide was
coming in and we explained to the children about how the moon controls the water and we all must
watch that we never get caught out. We talked to the children about how strong the sea.

Week 5
Year 5 Roan Head and Dock Museum
Learning Outcomes:
1) A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge
beyond 1066 (History);
2) A local history study (Geography/History);
3) maintain positive attitudes to reading
4) making real life links to class text

The Dock museum provided a fantastic base of knowledge to help Year 5 understand the role
Barrow played in WW2. They took back to class lots of pictures taken and information which
supported learning as they continue to study the topic.
Roan Head provided the children with a context to imagine the story the Iron Man, and to
build upon their teamwork skills when working together to build the models, dig the pit’ and
bury them. It also provided an opportunity to discuss the local landscape and the features of
our area (estuary, mountains and coastal regions).

Week 6
Year 4 Water Park Swallows and Amazons Day
Learning Outcomes:
1) English: To develop rich vocabulary and make links to texts studied in class.
2) D&T: To design and make a den using natural materials and choose from a selection of materials on
offer.
3) Geography – to consider the landscape and its impact on the local area
4) PE – to develop water based skills including paddling and steering a boat.
5) SMSC – to develop team work, resilience and relationship skills

Children were extremely enthusiastic. They were inspired to write recounts of their
adventures using the vocabulary they had developed during the visit. They made links with
prior learning and reflected on observations made during the trip.

Week 7
Champion Event
The whole school have taken part in a sponsored event to raise money for both up-andcoming GB athletes but also funds to be used in PE and out-door learning in school.
Louise Rennicks, a former GB Olympian in Judo visited the school. Before putting children
through their paces in circuit training activity, she spoke at length of the determination,
resilience and effort it had taken her to reach the standard but also maintain it whilst overcoming personal family difficulties in her life. Through the sensitive questions asked by some
of our children it was clear that she had allowed them to make links to their own lives and
possibly think about how they too could use opportunities given rather than make excuses for
not trying.

We even made it into the North West Evening Mail!

Money was split with the Sports Champions, £100 to church for the window damage and
£700 for PE and outdoor learning. So far we have purchased new indoor javelins, a “Kelly
Kettle” so we can make hot chocolate on outdoor learning and 35 all-in-one water proof play
suits for KS1.

Year 2 Out-door Learning Baycliffe/Bardsea

Learning Outcomes:
1) Science-Explore beach habitats.
2) Literacy- Experience searching for gold linked to class book
‘How to find gold’.
3) Maths- sorting according to size, weight and shape.

Due to the recent bad weather the opportunity to explore habitats was washed away. We explored
the art of the local beach artist and materials he had used. Children filled in booklets on the day that
are in their outdoor learning files. In the class room we made positive pebbles. These were pebbles
we collected from the beach and included positive messages to cheer people up. These went in the
school garden. We made a story map of our adventure and used this as a plan to write our own story
of how to Find Gold. Children shared out the treasure equally dividing it into small groups. Children
looked at the uploaded photographs of the day and commented on them. Children commented on the
amount of plastic we saw and discussed ways we could reduce our own plastic and help clean up the
beach.

Week 8
Year 3/4 Quick Sticks Hockey Tournament
We entered 2 teams (Pathway and Development) into the Furness Quick Sticks tournament.
Both teams played with enthusiasm and demonstrated excellent sports values. Special values
certificates were awarded to Lexi Holmes (for checking on an opposing child when they
looked hurt) and Joseph Adejumo (for enthusiasm and passion). Neither team managed to
qualify but they both showed resilience and sportsmanship values.

Development Team

Pathways Team

Joseph Adejumo

Lucy CLEECE

Cory RIGLAR-TAYLOR

Jenson DAVIES

Elyssia Bradbury

Daniel PRISS

Jacob DAVIES

Brayden COOKE

Evie-Mae REID

Eva Mae FARAGHER

Sophia ARMSTRONG

Lexi HOLMES

Year R - Hoad and Ford Park
Learning Outcomes:
1) Looking for signs of Autumn
2) Talking about the changes that happen to our world during Autumn
3) Collecting leaves and twigs to look closely at them and talk about what we can see.

We had a brilliant day and the children enjoyed collecting leaves and looking at the signs of autumn
around them. We looked at the different colours of the leaves and talked about evergreen trees that
don’t lose their leaves or change colour. The children could remember other season names too.
We collected some leaves for our observational table.
It was very wet, cold and windy at the top of Hoad so we were only there very briefly and didn’t get
much chance to look over Ulverston at the different viewpoints.

Week 9

Year 5/6 Quick Sticks Hockey Tournament
We entered 2 teams (Pathway and Development) into the Furness Quick Sticks tournament.
Both teams played with enthusiasm and demonstrated excellent sports values. Special values
certificates were awarded to Izzy Tyson (for her passion and enthusiasm) and Kyle Osbourne
(for supporting his team while off the pitch. The Development team went through to the
semi-finals and narrowly missed out on progressing. The Pathways team were given incorrect
information about progressing, however, they accepted the mistake nobly and were later
awarded a certificate in recognition for their positive behaviour.
Development Team
Luna BURNETT
Michael Saunderson
Roddy SIMPSON
Isobelle TYSON
Harley EDGAR
Lilly DAVISON

Pathways Team
Cadie-Leigh ARMSTRONG
Paige BENSON
Lexie CLEECE
Curtis LIVERSIDGE
Kian MILTON
Kyle Osborne

Year 1 – Walney Beaches
Learning Outcomes

1) To recognise the beach as a habitat and know some
creatures and plants that live there.
2) To use materials to create a sculpture
3) To link a story to the setting and describe the setting.

We collected evidence and photos of living things in the beach habitat. Back in school we
looked at the items, sorted them and discussed what we had found in Science
As it was bad weather on the trip, we linked this to the Storm Whale story and the children
enjoyed pretending they were hiding from the storm.
The bad weather did mean we had to return to school early and we did not get to create our
whale sculptures. We will return at a later date to do this.

Week 10
Year 5 Paddle Sports
Learning Outcomes:
1) take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges both individually and within a

team
2) to improve their mastery of art and design techniques (pencil & charcoal)
3) describe and understand key features of human geography, including: types of settlement
and land use.

All children made progress in the kayaks regardless of their starting ability. During the 5 week
course, children are working towards a passport of abilities and already during this session most of
the criteria has been met for stage 1. Waterpark staff were highly complementary of the effort and
ability.
The artwork completed was supervised by our Art Therapy student. The children worked on shades
of pencil for effect in landscapes and up close drawings.

Week 11
Year 2 Williamson’s Park and Butterfly House
Learning Outcomes:
1) Science-Explore life cycles of a butterfly
2) Literacy- The Lonely Beast. Take a trip to the city, explore the
park and find places that a Beast might live. Explore empathy with
the Beast.
3) PSHE- carling for animals. Personal hygiene.

Due to the cold weather some of the park based
activities were delayed until we got back to school.
Children created detailed descriptions of how
butterflies move and presented them on butterfly
shapes.
Children wrote about how cold affects their bodies.
Children answered questions about the park and
decided if the park would be a good place for ‘The
Lonely Beast’ to visit.
Children explored personal hygiene and how germs can
spread.
Children Continued to work on ‘The Lonely Beast’.

Week 12
Bike-Ability Week for Year 5.
The week started with 24 children from Year 5 participating in the Bike-Ability course. Throughout
the week, either due to illness, ability or confidence, this number reduced to 21 successes. Six
children achieved level 1 and a further 15 children went on to achieve Level 2. It must be noted that
the instructors both commented how smooth the week ran to the fantastic opportunities our children
have to use a school bike and equipment. They said we are the only school that they visit with such
facilities and it makes a huge difference to the ability of riding as lots of children have already been
out on bikes with school.

Sports Hall Athletics Year 6
Despite this been a year 5/6 competition, we entered a full Year 6 team due to Year 5 participating
in Cycle-Wise all week
Children were very enthusiastic and actually won or came second in their heats. Overall, St.George’s
children cam 7th from 9 so were obviously beaten by scores in the other heats. It was great to see
some children represent school who wouldn’t normally, as we aim to give more children these
opportunities rather than always choosing children who are the “best” in their age.

Week 13
Sports Hall Athletics Year 3 and Year 4
This week was the turn of the Year 3 and 4 team. The team was selected to include children who had
shone in their PE lessons not only for ability but effort and determination.
The event was fast paced and the children loved cheering and supporting their friends in the running
events.

Year 4 Outdoor Learning
Cathedral Quarry
Curriculum Objectives:
1) Geography - use the 8 points of a compass, 4 and 6-figure grid references, symbols and

key (including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United
Kingdom and the wider world

2) History - Pre-Roman Britain – To consider how a stone age person lived – and make
comparisons to today
3) Art - to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting

and sculpture with a range of materials

This trip supported English/Art/ Geography and topic
work based around the Stone Age. The children had a
great time digging for mud and using small twigs as
artefacts to create their own cave paintings.
They loved eating their lunch inside the cave, just as
their ancestors did way back in history. Despite it been
an extremely wet day, most the children demonstrated
resistance to challenge themselves on the long hike.
The high-light of the day for lots of children was tasting
hot chocolate made from our newly purchased Kelly
kettle. Other tourists in the areas stopped to talk to the
children and they described enthusiastically what they
were learning and why.

Week 14
Out Door Learning Year 6 – High Dam and Fell Foot
Curriculum Objectives:

